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The AI-MC2 grid

 European legislation and the German 
Roadmap to standardaize AI

 “As of 2018, business analysts counted more 
than 1000 AI start-ups for the US market”

 Need to standardize the AI model 
categorizations

 Three axis: methods, capabilities, criticality

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13218-021-00736-4#Sec13

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13218-021-00736-4#Sec13
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The AI-MC2 grid - Methods
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Methods
Symbolic methods: human readable 
representation of problems

Deductive approach of symbolic AI:
application of logical rules and relationships to 
individual cases
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Methods
Sub-Symbolic and hybrid methods

Hybrid learning example: 
train a neural network with evolutionary algorithm 
to adjust weights

Inductive approach of sub-symbolic AI:
derivation of logical rules and relationships from 
individual cases
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The AI-MC2 grid - Capabilities
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Capabilities
Sense

 Classically, the 5 human senses 
 Modern interpretation:

– sensory organs (stimuli detection)
 sensory modalities (cognitive processed)

 Humans perceive way less stimuli than 
specialized technical sensors (acoutsic, 
chemical, electric, magnetic, radiation …)

 AI made progress on vision (images, videos, 
text) and hearing (sound processing)

 AI is rare for sensing scent and taste, but 
currently investigated
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Capabilities
Process and Understand - cognition

 Factual cognition, find specific details and 
elements

 Conceptual cognition, generalization ability
 Procedural cognition, judgment on when to apply 

some knowledge or procedure
 Metacognitive, self-knowledge and understanding 

strategic knowledge

 Currently available AI (my suggestions...):
 Remember (LSTMs)
 evaluate
 predict
 Decide (take action, RL)
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Capabilities
Act - communicate

 Physical, robotics

 Non-physical, software

 Communicate, means to be able to detect, 
process and judge the utility of the information

Project debater IBM (youtube), must understand, 
think and talk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3u-1yttrVw
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The AI-MC2 grid - Criticality
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Criticality
Act - communicate

 AI damage potential pyramid

 EU wants the assessment to regulate the 
market of AI tools

 Impact on people and environment 
(economical, fundamental person’s rights...)

 More tools at the base, less (good to know) 
with with high damage potential
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Criticality

 AI damage potential pyramid

 EU wants the assessment to regulate the 
market of AI tools

 Impact on people and environment 
(economical, fundamental person’s rights...)

 More tools at the base, less (good to know) 
with with high damage potential

Examples:

Automated purchase recommendations

Anomaly detection in industrial productions

Level 1
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Criticality

 AI damage potential pyramid

 EU wants the assessment to regulate the 
market of AI tools

 Impact on people and environment 
(economical, fundamental person’s rights...)

 More tools at the base, less (good to know) 
with with high damage potential

Examples:

Non-personalised dynamic pricing or 
automatic settlement of claim

Needs transparency

Level 2
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Criticality

 AI damage potential pyramid

 EU wants the assessment to regulate the 
market of AI tools

 Impact on people and environment 
(economical, fundamental person’s rights...)

 More tools at the base, less (good to know) 
with with high damage potential

Examples:

Automated credit allocation

Fully automated logistics

Level 3
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Criticality

 AI damage potential pyramid

 EU wants the assessment to regulate the 
market of AI tools

 Impact on people and environment 
(economical, fundamental person’s rights...)

 More tools at the base, less (good to know) 
with with high damage potential

Examples:

AI-based medical diagnostics

Autonomous driving

Level 4
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Criticality

 AI damage potential pyramid

 EU wants the assessment to regulate the 
market of AI tools

 Impact on people and environment 
(economical, fundamental person’s rights...)

 More tools at the base, less (good to know) 
with with high damage potential

Examples:

Autonomous weapon systems

Real time biometric identification systems in 
public

Level 5
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Criticality

 AI damage potential pyramid

 EU wants the assessment to regulate the 
market of AI tools

 Impact on people and environment 
(economical, fundamental person’s rights...)

 More tools at the base, less (good to know) 
with with high damage potential

Examples:

Autonomous weapon systems

Real time biometric identification systems in 
public

Level 5
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Examples

Traffic Sign Recognition Automatic Insurance Claims Settlements
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THANK YOU !
    QUESTIONS?
Marco Rossi, marco.rossi@cern.ch
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